ideology of separate spheres, it sets the omniscient and implicitly male voice of the authorial narrator next to the personal voice of the fe male character Esther Summerson without acknowledging this duality: the alternating narratives proceed as if they were independent texts. The visible move from communality to singularity in Madame Bovary, which could hardly be accidental coming from the champion of "le mot juste," is another marker of the narrative times: although the novel's first word is nous and its initial eyewitness narrator the spokesman for a group of schoolboys, the discourse quickly becomes authorial and the "we" is not heard from again.
At the moment when fe male community becomes politically feasi ble, then, narrative convention resists the construction of communal voice. The dissonance is vividly dramatized in Charlotte Perkins Gil man 's Herland (1915) , which imagines a long-standing all-female (but by no means lesbian) child-centered utopian society, reproducing itself through parthenogenesis, which refuses distinctions between "public" and "private" domains by building its communal life on values of cooperation, nurturance, and scientific achievement. As with Millen ium Hall, however, this all-female world is never presented as such; Herland's story is mediated and legitimated by the voice of the soci ologist Van, who becomes much more than an eyewitness when he falls in love with one of Herland's inhabitants. Herland is investigated from the outside, as an empirical phenomenon: we enter it with the men who penetrate its borders and we are presented with the men's rather than the women's fe ars, reactions, and desires. Although the narrative does incorporate dialogue between the Herlandian women and the American men, no woman has a sustained narrative role like Mrs. Maynard's in Millenium Hall. And although Van is by no means the novel's dominant ideological authority, the women of Herland remain objects in the narrative scheme-a status that, along with their newfound (hetero)sexuality, subtly reinforces the androcentrism and individualism that the story is supposed to be challenging. Angelika Bammer identifies at least two earlier utopias that similarly use a male voice to represent a fe male society: Mary Griffin's Three Hundred Years Hence (1836) and Ella Marchant's Unveiling a Parallel (1893).1
The three novels I will discuss in this chapter quietly oppose these conventions of utopian fiction and narrative form. Elizabeth Gaskell's Cranfo rd (1853), Sarah Orne Jewett's The Country of the Pointed Firs (1896), and Marguerite Audoux's L'Atelier de Marie-Claire (1920) all create communities of women, but perhaps because they are not radical utopias like Herland, they do construct female narrators who can at least provisionally situate themselves inside the respective communities they seek to represent and authorize. These "singular" communal narrators are constructed through subtle but important departures from autodiegetic practices, for while the narrators retain the syntax of "first-person" narrative, their texts avoid the markers of individuality that characterize personal voice and thereby resist the equation of narrator and protagonist. Rather, the narrator's identity becomes communal: not only is she an authoritative mediator of the community, but the community is represented as the very source of her (textual) identity. Such a departure from conventional autodiegesis, however, implicates not only narration but plot: because the novel traditionally binds the female character in (heterosexual) conflict, novelistic teleology is challenged by articulations of communal v01ce.
Like Millenium Hall if without the wealth of its "society," both Cran fo rd and The Country of the Pointed Firs represent communities of women set apart from patriarchal-capitalist economies. While Millen ium Hall actually engages the tropes of conventional fiction by detailing the heterosexual misadventures that have brought its members to the community, Gaskell's and especially Jewett's novels relegate hetero sexual intrigue to minor subplots. These novels thus operate on what has been viewed as stasis-the position of utopian fiction-rather than on conventional novelistic movement, and are therefore often claimed not be to be novels at all. L'Atelier de Marie-Claire, on the other hand, locates its community of working women, as Wollstonecraft locates Maria and jemima, in a dystopic social order, and engages a dynamic plot in which the refusal of heterosexual teleology must take a more active form. For this reason, however, Audoux's novel resists auto diegesis with considerably more difficulty, in a "resolution" that stops short of conventional closure, if less dramatically than Woll stonecraft's.
Long (de)valued as a nostalgic idyll of village life, Cranford has in recent years been considered a feminine if not a feminist utopia. That the genteel ladies who "possess" Cranford are named in the first sentence as "Amazons," that we are told that "if a married couple comes to settle in the town, somehow the gentleman disappears,"2 suggests some effort to construct these women as a powerful com munity. Unlike the autonomous Herland, however, Cranford is a tiny enclave within a capitalist society, and although some of the gentlemen do indeed "disappear," even Cranford's chapter titles confirm that this is not literally a world without men.3 But the visibility of men is used repeatedly to stage a gynocentric stance. Thus Miss Pole laments that "men will be men. Every mother's son of them wishes to be considered Samson and Solomon rolled into one" (10. 145), and Miss Deborah J enkyns "would have despised the modern idea of women being equal to men. Equal, indeed! she knew they were superior" (2.18).
Cranford's object, it seems, is to absorb men without absorbing what are perceived to be at once male, capitalist, and urban ways. The "!" narrator that Gaskell constructs to mediate this project is a figure whose liminal position is built into her identity as character: she is a father's daughter-there is no mention of a mother-who has "vi brated all my life between Drumble and Cranford" (16.235) . Her narrative purpose seems to be to articulate Cranford to "Drumble" (London?), to explain its "rules and regulations" ( 1.3), its values, its eccentricities. But unlike the male narrators of female utopias, this narrator comes to speak not only for the community but as the com munity, and in the process she herself becomes the ground on which the clash of cultures gets worked out.
This project of mediation demands of the narrator an implicitly contradictory authority: at once to know Cranford well enough to represent it faithfully, and to be outside it enough for her judgment of Cranford to seem reliable for her Drumble narratees. At the outset, therefore, the narrator's representation of her relationship to the community is ambiguous. On the one hand, her syntax is that of an outsider, fond of and somewhat bemused by "the ladies of Cranford" but ideologically allied with her narratees: "one of them observed to me once"; "I will answer for it" ( 1.2); "I can testify to" ( 1.2); "I imagine" (i.3); "I never shall forget" (i.5). But almost as immediately, the narrator claims a place inside the Cranford community, and her pro-2. Elizabeth Gaskell, Cranford (London: J. M. Dent, 1977), I. All further references will appear in the text, with chapter numbers given first.
3. It is probably not in political innocence that when Gaskell prepared Cranfo rd for book publication she added androcentric chapter titles ("The Captain," "A Visit to an Old Bach elor," "Poor Peter," "Signor Brunoni," "Samuel Brown") very diffe rent from the generic titles Dickens affixed to the serialized version in Household Words ("Memory at Cranford," "Visiting at Cranford," "The Great Cranford Panic").
nouns shift from "they" to "we": "we had a tradition" (1.2), "we kept ourselves to short sentences of small talk" ( 1. 3); "we none of us spoke of money" ( 1.4). In constructing herself as a mediator, the narrator avoids the markers of autobiography; she says almost nothing of her life outside Cranford except for marking events like her father's ill nesses that call her back to Drumble, and even when she is away from Cranford the facts of her individual life are suppressed in favor of the communal life that reaches her in letters and reports. In other words, as textual figure the narrator exists only in and through Cranford.
For the narrator to speak for Cranford, as its interpreter and when necessary its advocate, is essentially a matter of "content," but to speak as Cranford means representing the community's discursive practices. Thus the narrator creates her text from Cranford women's private forms: their letters, stories, conversations, and gossip. In a text highly conscious of discursive possibilities, the narrator would seem to have rejected two extremes: Miss Jenkyns's imitations of Johnson, which make the narrator long for "facts instead of reflections" (5.70), and the entirely factual letters of her father-'just a man's letter; I mean it was very dull, and gave no information beyond that he was well, that they had had a good deal of rain, that trade was very stagnant, and there were many disagreeable rumors afloat" (13. 182). Her own ideal is an "elegant economy" ( 1.5): she "had often occasion to notice the use that was made of fragments and small opportunities in Cranford" (2.23), and it is from such "fragments" that her own narrative has been composed.
Cranford is so discursively self-enclosed a community that although the narrator tells us "how naturally one falls back into [its] phraseol ogy," (1.5), she must translate rather than simply reproduce its forms. In what seems to signify an unconscious resistance to "male" discursive practices (one thinks of the legendary Amazon language that the Greeks could not decode), the women of Cranford are unable to speak effectively to those outside. When Miss Matty writes to the narrator's father, for example, "words that she would spell quite correctly in her letters to me became perfect enigmas" (14 .200-201) . When she is upset, even her letters to the narrator in Drumble become "mys terious": "she began many sentences without ending them, running them one into another, in much the same confused sort of way in which written words run together on blotting-paper" (9. 122). When Miss Pole attempts to send a coded and anonymous letter to the narrator, she garbles the message and inadvertently discloses her iden tity. And when the narrator wants information about Miss Matty's brother Peter, she encounters a most uninformative chorus in which "every lady took the subject uppermost in her mind, and talked about it to her own great contentment, but not much to the advancement of the subject they had met to discuss" ( 12 .169). In reporting these incidents, the narrator suggests not simply that the discourse of Cran ford is useless outside it, but that Cranford itself is not representable; only a liminal or bicultural consciousness like the narrator's can shape the structures of Cranford's "phraseology" into a form comprehen sible beyond Cranford itself. In this sense, the narrator cannot be a fu lly communal voice and no such voice could be understood.
There is, however, a way for the narrator to become an unequivocal member of the community, maintaining the authority of her repre sentation without relinquishing the authority of her judgment: she must be persuaded and persuade her narratee to accept Cranford's values and shed "Drumble" loyalties. The episode of Miss Matty's financial ruin, which is the major teleological segment of the novel, enacts the conflict of cultures through which the narrator will move from mediator to a leading participant in the community. The battle between what Nina Auerbach calls a "cooperative fe male community" and a commercial "warrior world that proclaims itself the real one,"4 is thus a battle not only for Miss Matty's survival but for the narrator's consciousness, and recalls Mistriss Henley's conflicts over right, reason, and wrong. The narrator begins by sounding like her own father, whose logic is "as clear as daylight" ( 14.214), for example imploring Miss Matty's servant Martha to "listen to reason" when Martha plans to stay on without wages. But Martha dismisses reason as merely "what someone else has got to say. Now I think what I've got to say is good enough reason; but reason or not, I'll say it, and I'll stick to it" ( 14. 197). Sure enough, the Cranfordians end up saving Miss Matty by what the narrator's father will call "grt>at nonsense" (15.220): they transgress good business sense, class hierarchies, and the rules of free enterprise. But even the patriarch himself-"clear-headed and decisive, and a capital man of business" (14.2 14)--cannot remain untouched when he learns that Cranford's communal strategies have worked : he is reduced to "feminine" muteness and tears, "brushing his hand before his eyes as I spoke" ( 14.214), and like Matty at her most confused, unable to "get a tail to [his] sentences" (14.215).5 In the end, then, he too is momentarily Cranfordized, and the narrator is reduced to de fe nding him simply for having "come over from Drumble to help Miss Matty when he could ill spare the time" (14.2 14) .
The narrator's ideological shift is represented by a new textual identity: it is at precisely the moment when she becomes a major force in the community that the text names her for the first time. The name is uttered in full and by a leading Cranfordian, and the identity it suggests could not be less individualized: it is the name of Every [British] woman, Miss Mary Smith. (Lest we think this a name of significance, we have learned otherwise much earlier: when there is some talk about the recent marriage of the butcher's wife, Miss Pole says, "Good gracious me! as if we cared about a Mrs. Smith" [8. 108].) And "prim little Mary" the narrator will remain, as Gaskell confirms in a short sequel written ten years after Cranfo rd that describes the narrator as "past thirty" and still Miss Smith.6
In distinguishing Cranfo rd as a communal rather than personal nar rative, the text must deny its narrator not only a life apart from Cranford but the conventional resolution of marriage ; it must write an alternative story that operates, as Coral Lansbury remarks, "by another order altogether."7 That this is primarily a discursive order dependent on ways of telling is suggested by a pivotal moment in Cranfo rd itself. Matty confides to the narrator that long ago her father had made his daughters "keep a diary, in two columns; on one side we were to put down in the morning what we thought would be the course and events of the coming day, and at night we were to put down on the other side what really had happened" (11.162). Matty's and Deborah's "second column" lives have been very different from the lives they imagined for themselves, and Matty (still grieving an old, lost love) comments in a brave, tremulous gesture of denial that this two-columned system " 'would be to some people rather a sad way of telling their lives' (a tear dropped upon my hand at these 5. The women of Cranford take care of Miss Matty with a utopian "simplicity" that the narrator's father says "might be very well in Cranford, but would never do in the world" (15.221): Miss Matty's servant Martha stays on without pay and the ladies concoct a scheme in which each contributes to Miss Matty a monthly sum administered through Drumble to save Matty's pride. The narrator sets Matty up in business selling tea, and the grocer of Cranford, although he sells tea himself, refers customers to her. words)-'! don't mean that mine has been sad, only so very different to what I expected.' " (u.162). Rowena Fowler suggests that when Miss Matty ends up living in the same household with Martha and Jem's child, who is Matty's namesake, the novel creates a kind of "third column which will retrieve some of the optimism and buoyancy of the first."8 It is also possible to see Cranfo rd as the second column told without being set against the first. The problem is a formal one: it is the "way of telling" that makes "what really had happened" seem sadder than "what we thought would be" ( 1 1.162). To give Mary Smith a romantic plot would be to reinstate the first column next to which the second diminishes.
But the narrator's "Mary Smithness" also testifies to the limits be yond which Gaskell could not push her communal world or its com munal voice. While Cranford honors a "female sphere," it also exposes the limitations of any notion of "spheres": it re-creates only a· local and genteel community whose mediation by a single rather than a collective voice underscores its dependence and its insularity. Cran ford is not Herland: as Patsy Stoneman argues, "all it can do is make the best of the little space allowed it."9 And Mary Smith must presumably continue to "vibrate" between Cranford and Drumble, between worlds that remain separate and almost mutually incompre hensible. That Mary Smith apparently does not take up permanent residence in Cranford reminds us that she is still her father's daughter and that Cranford is no permanent motherland.
For the narrator of Sarah Orne Jewett's Country of the Pointed Firs the community is likewise a temporary refuge, a world of Maine coastal villages and islands, populated like Cranford primarily by wid ows and spinsters and a few old men but constructed unlike Cranford without reference to a larger political economy. Its title suggests this contrast with tiny landlocked Cranford: Jewett's "country" extends without definite boundaries into islands and villages, upward toward the heavens, and outward toward the sea. This geographical license is matched by the physical freedom of the inhabitants and by the blurring of traditional gender identities: Mrs. Todd's brother William "looked just like his mother" (42) and is "son an' daughter both" (42); Joanna the hermit can live on an island all alone; and old Elijah the fisherman spends the winter knitting as his mother taught him long ago (109).10
Jewett's novel resembles Cranford not only in its absorption of men into a primarily fe male society but in its absence of conventional nar rative linearity and its construction of a singular communal voice. Like Mary Smith,Jewett's unnamed summer visitor mediates the com munity's life for an audience of outsiders, presenting its folkways, its values, its tales. While Cranfo rd finally builds to the crisis of Miss Matty's insolvency, the events narrated in The Country of the Pointed Firs exist almost wholly as representations or continuations of the past. This has led some critics to suggest that its form is "nuclear" rather than linear, that the "separate narrative units do not lead inexorably one to the next."11 But the book does enact a linear process: precisely that of the narrator's integration into and departure from the com munity. Such a reading, which justifies the order of certain episodes that have otherwise seemed arbitrarily placed, suggests that a critic such as Richard Cary has missed an entire drama when he comments that "the narrator makes no pretense of becoming part and parcel of the community" but rather "raises the curtain on the scene, lets the characters enact their roles, then lowers the curtain and silently steals away."12 The drama of which I am speaking is staged not so much representationally as syntactically-literally through the grammar that constructs the narrating voice.
The first sign that the narrator is a communal rather than a personal voice is that before she has settled into Dunnet Landing she is not even represented as "I." Until midway into the second chapter, The Country of the Pointed Firs appears to be a heterodiegetic text. The character who will become the narrator is mentioned in the third person as "a lover of Dunnet Landing," "a single passenger," "the lodger" (her name is not given), and we observe her from a vantage point outside herself. The text goes in fact to some length to avoid the first person by using impersonal and passive phraseology: "when one really knows a village like this"; "there was only one fault to find"; "you could always tell"; the discovery was soon made"; "which made it seem more attractive" (my italics). 13 This heterodiegetically presented character emerges as the narrator only when she has begun to take her place in Dunnet Landing. The transition begins in an awkward passive construction and concludes with a sudden presentation of the narrative subject that is as abrupt as the arrangement with the innkeeper that it describes: "For various reasons, the seclusion and uninterrupted days which had been looked fo rward to proved to be very rare in this otherwise delightful corner of the world. My hostess and I had made our shrewd business agree ment on the basis of a simple cold luncheon at noon" (15, my italics). But this "I" has not yet engaged with the community. If the early references to the unnamed "she" were references to a "stranger," virtually all the early references to the narrating "I" are to a persona seeking not community but writerly solitude. Writing means leaving the community ; it forces her to say "unkind words of withdrawal to Mrs. Todd" (16). When the narrator rents the schoolhouse in order to write, however, her first story comes in the person of Captain Littlepage, who sits down at a student's desk and provides the narrator with a "little page" of her own.
This episode suggests not only the imperative for ceding personal for communal voice but the rationale for doing so as well: only by turning the personal project to communal ends, by yielding her own story for the story of Dunnet Landing, can the narrator avoid choosing between love and work, human connection and writerly accomplish ment. The narrator can achieve community by writing it, extending into the timelessness of text what would otherwise be only a brief personal experience. It is striking that once the narrator gives over her text to the stories of Dunnet Landing she ceases to present herself as a writer-as if to do so would be to mark her diffe rence from the community in which she implicitly claims membership.
The synthesizing moment in the subtly enacted struggle between writing and community occurs when Mrs. Todd invites the narrator to her mother's home at Green Island, the setting for one of the most intense moments in the narrative. The choice is made explicit when Mrs. Todd says "despairingly" one early morning, "I expect you're gain' up to your schoolhouse to pass all this pleasant day; yes, I expect you're gain' to be dreadful busy" (35). Instead, the narrator decides to accompany Mrs. Todd, and the episodes that follow lead her more and more deeply into intimacy with Mrs. Todd, her family and friends. In a neat reversal, for example, when Mrs. Todd's old friend Mrs. Fosdick pointedly suggests that old friends are best, Mrs. Todd "gave a funny little laugh. 'Yes'm, old friends is always best, 'less you can catch a new one that's fit to make an old one out of,' she said, and we gave an affectionate glance at each other which Mrs. Fosdick could not have understood, being the latest comer to the house" (58). Similarly, the narrator will speak of "the Green Island family" as if it were her own, will know "poor Joanna's" spiritual loneliness "as if she had told me" (75), and will laugh with the solitary old Elijah "like the best of friends" (I I I).
This movement of the narrator into the community is marked by another subtle shift in narrative strategy. Although the narrative voice remains singular, the narrator begins to adopt a collective vision, a focalizing consciousness that represents itself in a plural "we" that embraces first only Mrs. Todd and eventually an entire clan. In other words, the narrator reports perceptions and feelings as if she were authorized to represent the thoughts of other characters. The first such instance occurs fairly early in the novel as Mrs. Todd is pointing out the island where she was born:
We were standing where there was a fine view of the harbor and its long stretches of shore all covered by the great army of the pointed firs, darkly cloaked and standing as if they waited to embark. As we looked far seaward among the outer islands, the trees seemed to march seaward still, going steadily over the heights and down to the water's edge.
It had been growing gray and cloudy, like the first evening of autumn, and a shadow had fallen on the darkening shore. Suddenly, as we looked, a gleam of golden sunshine struck the outer islands, and revealed itself in a compelling way to our eyes. (33, my italics)
These plural pronouns that may seem innocuous actually breach the conventions of narrative verisimilitude by constituting a plural per ceptual consciousness. I mean that conventionally, in homodiegetic narrative situations, voice and focalization are presumed to be the same: the character who "speaks" is also, to use Genette's formulation, the character who "sees." First-person narrators are expected to report only what other characters say and do, not to have access to what others feel and think. The narrator of Pointed Firs should not be able to tell us how something "seemed" to Mrs. Todd or that something was revealed "in a compelling way" to eyes other than her own; she appropriates Mrs. Todd's vision either by eliding the narrative mo ment in which Mrs. Todd would have told the narrator her thoughts , or by attributing her own thoughts to Mrs. Todd. Such an appro priation of authority breaches narrative decorum in a way similar to if less drastic than that Genette describes in A la recherche du temps perdu, when Proust's "!"-narrator Marcel tells us Swann's thoughts as if Marcel were an omniscient heterodiegetic voice.14 This communal focalization intensifies and expands when, near the end of summer, the narrator accompanies Mrs. Todd and her mother Mrs . Blackett to the Bowden family reunion. The description of this event is communally focalized : "we began to fe el a new sense of gayety" (86); "we watched the boats drop their sails one by one" (88); "we could see now that there were different footpaths" (88); "we hurried on our way, beginning to fe el as if we were very late" (88); "we could see the green sunlit field we had just crossed as if we looked out at it from a dark room" (go). Not only does the narrator describe herself as one of this "family," but the three women of three different gen erations become part of a larger unity : "we were no more a New England family celebrating its own existence and simple progress; we carried the tokens and inheritance of all such households from which this had descended, and were only the latest of our line. We possessed the instincts of a far, forgotten childhood " (go).
This perceptual communality contrasts strikingly with its aftermath :
as the narrator and her friends leave the reunion, the plural focali zation begins to dissolve and the narrator returns to singularity: "J came near to feeling like a true Bowden, and parted from certain new friends as if they were old friends" (g8); "I hoped in my heart that I might be like them as I lived on into age, and then smiled to think that I too was no longer very young" (100) . The reminder that there is an "I" who is not one of "them" begins the movement out of communal voice that will retrace the process with which the novel began. The penultimate chapter of the book, which is given primarily to the stories of a solitary seagoing man, parallels the early interview with Captain Littlepage and moves the textual focus away from fe male community. Then, as the narrator prepares to leave her lodgings, she sees her own room in Mrs. Todd's house looking "empty as it had Sin g le Resistances the day I came," and narrates the scene of her own absence much as she had narrated herself in the third person before: "I knew how it would seem when Mrs. Todd came back and found her lodger gone.
So we die before our own eyes" (159). Finally the narrator can rep resent herself only "looking back" (160) to catch "a last glimpse" as Mrs. Todd disappears behind "the pointed firs" ( 159) and Dunnet Landing is "lost to sight" (160). The departure must end the book, for the narrator has no life outside this community: we never know where she is going, just as we never learn her name, her history, or her origins. Textually speaking, in other words, this narrating "I" is an entirely communal entity.
Because it suppresses its narrator's autobiography, because it does not identify contrasting or competing communities or mention any alternative claims upon her sympathies, The Country of the Pointed Firs allows its narrator to enter in a much deeper fiction of community than Mary Smith suggests in Cranfo rd. Yet in order to achieve this intimacy, the text enacts a dramatic erasure of realist time and space: the narrator has no history and Dunnet Landing no connections to the world "outside." If Mary Smith must "vibrate" between two worlds, reenacting the gendered separation of social spheres, The Country of the Pointed Firs attempts to erase the "male" or "public" sphere entirely.
The utopia remains localized ; there is no mediation that could trans late it to a physical space beyond itself. Marguerite Audoux's L'Atelier de Marie-Claire (1920), on the other hand, attempts to represent a fe male community situated squarely within capitalist patriarchy and encounters in the process the same tension between individual and communal narrative that I described in my discussion of Wollstonecraft. Its narrator, already introduced as a personal voice in Marie-Claire ( 1910 ) , enacts a struggle in this sequel between personal and communal narrative that parallels the character's struggle between heterosexual self-interest and the needs of the women with whom she works . In contrast to Jewett's world unto-itself or Gaskell's brave village holdout, Marie-Claire's atelier is far from idyllic: it is the workroom for a Parisian sewing establishment in which poor women labor desperately to survive conditions so mis erable that even the oppressive patron, M. Dalignac, barely makes ends meet. Like the narrators of Cranford and Pointed Firs, this narrator resists autodiegetic voice, but whereas the other narrators can be "everywomen," individuality is a crucial signifier in this world of class struggle in which the loss ofidentity signifies the loss of control: when the patron insists on calling the narrator "Marie" instead of "Marie Claire," she "responded so poorly" that he is forced to call her by her proper name. 1 5
The narrator's struggle at once as voice and as character engages her in telling two intersecting stories that are ultimately at odds. The novel opens with a happy sense of community among the women as the young workers return from the summer layoff, but the ''. joyful chatter" on the street gives way to the hard work before them as the women begin the long climb to the hot and stuffy atelier. The conflict between the competing claims of individual and community is devel oped most specifically through the courtship plot: Clement, the nephew of Madame Dalignac to whom Marie-Claire reluctantly be comes engaged, is a bourgeois individualist and would-be patriarch dedicated to making money and cavalierly indiffe rent to the plight of Marie-Claire's friends, unmoved even by the death of Sandrine which is linked unequivocally to the oppressive conditions of her work. Clement's crass self-interest, which becomes still more evident after Dalignac's death as Dalignac's widow faces financial ruin, makes Marie-Claire dread the approaching marriage even though it will, of course, save her from material misery.
The narrator's personal dilemma is also a dilemma of narrative of what story will dominate and how it will be told. The climax comes three days before Marie-Claire's wedding is to take place, when the ill and exhausted Madame Dalignac collapses on her husband's grave and dies holding Marie-Claire's hand and murmuring "L'atelier." As Jemima's story had turned Wollstonecraft's Maria from her preoc cupation with Darnford, so Madame Dalignac's death turns the nar rative focus of L'Atelier de Marie-Claire away from its progress toward marital closure and toward the needs of the women that the novel cannot, however, resolve. In a dramatic refusal of closure, the narrator totally abandons the personal story of her relationship to Clement, which had become the central issue of the narrative. Instead, there is a brief closing scene that affirms with heavy irony the painful plight of Paris's working women:
Noontime was ringing from the churches and whistling from the fac tories as I returned to the atelier. All the workers were standing, ready When Marie-Claire returns to the "atelier" she enters "de nouveau," as if with new consciousness. At the last moment, the novel has trun cated its individual(ist) plot and returned its narrative attention toward the community, reconstituting its narrator as a communal presence. At the end there are only the women; the traditional economic and fictional resolution has been exposed as a "false paradise" and erased along with male and female bosses whether harsh or benevolent. The refusal of personal narration enacts formally and thematically Marie Claire's commitment to collective politics.
It is notable that in L' Atelier de Marie-Claire the struggle against individual voice and story continues almost literally to the novel's end. The evidence of these three texts suggests that the appropriation of singular voice for communal purposes is achieved more readily in the representation of economically and socially separate, relatively auton omous communities than in the novel that represents poor women directly oppressed by capitalist patriarchy. Ironically, the demands of "realist" political struggle seem to leave the narrative more vulnerable to "realist" heterosexual and individualist plot.
This impasse in the novel also exposes the contradictions in what I have been calling, perhaps oxymoronically, singular communal voice or the "communal 'I."' For all its effort to represent a community with which the narrator is both separate and identified, this discursive singularity means that the narrative "I" is still formally distinct from the community and in control of its representation, just as the most seemingly "communal" of authorial voices remains separate from and in control of a represented world. The narrative singularity that I have suggested as the dominant mechanism for constructing com munal voice in the classic realist period inevitably contains and in some sense objectifies female community, recalling the male narrators of Herland and Millenium Hall. In none of these novels, in other words, does a community "speak" for itself. That each of these narrators has the possibility to leave the community means that their communal
